This article proves that fronts of expanding domains with Hölder continuous speeds are contained in finite unions of Lipschitz graphs. As an application, the global in time existence of a solution to a free boundary problem modelling solidification in undercooled liquid or liquidation in superheated solid is established; here the propagation speed of the liquid/solid interface is assumed to be a known positive smooth function of the temperature, known as a kinetic undercooling/superheating effect.
Introduction
Consider a geometric problem of domain expansion with a given speed v starting from a given bounded initial shape D 0 R n (n > 1). It is to find at any time t > 0 the shape D .t/ of the evolving domain, with the expansion law that its boundary .t/ WD @D .t/ moves outward with speed v.
Using level sets [3, 12, 18, 22, 26, 29, 33] , this problem can be modeled by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation t .x; t/ C v .x; t/ jr .x; t/j D 0; .x; t/ 2 R n .0; 1/ where D .t/ is defined as the closed set fx 2 R n W .x; t/ 6 0g. The front .t/ D @D .t/ is (contained in) the zero-level set of so it advances with normal velocity
From a geometric point of view, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation cannot have a smooth solution except for special v and D 0 since in general characteristic curves intersect thereby forming singularities. For this, viscosity solutions are introduced and have been successfully used; see [1, 4-12, 14-16, 18, 22, 24, 26, 29] and the references therein. When v changes sign, even if it is smooth and even if the viscosity solution is unique, the zero-level set fx W .x; t/ D 0g may contain open sets (marshy regions) thereby causing troubles in solving many free boundary problems; see Giga, Goto, and Ishii [22] for an example of a treatment for such troubles. Here we restrict to v positive, so the domain is truly expanding and marshy regions should not exist. When v is Lipschitz continuous in its space variable, Barles, Cardaliaguet, Ley and Monteillet [4] proved the uniqueness of the viscosity solution. Moreover, viscosity solutions are stable under perturbations of the speed and the initial set. When v is only Hölder continuous, such a stability may be lost. Introduce arriving time .x/ as the time that the expanding front moves to the position x. Then .t/ is the t-level set of and, with .x; t/ D .x/ t, the above Hamilton-Jacobi equation becomes v .x; .x// jr .x/j D 1 8 x 2 R n n D 0 ; .x/ D 0 on D 0 :
Instead of using partial differential equations, we use the Lax formula to define our solution:
D .t/ WD fx.t/ W x 2 Lip .OE0; t I R n / ; x .0/ 2 D 0 ; jP xj 6 v .x; / a.e. in .0; t/g : (1.1)
Here Lip .OE0; t I R n / is the space of Lipschitz continuous functions from OE0; t to R n . The geometric meaning of such a solution is clear: D .t/ is the set that can be reached at time t by a particle starting from D 0 and traveling with a speed no bigger than v. Such defined solution can be shown to be identical to that derived from viscosity solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for or for .
The main purpose of this paper is to study regularity of the front .t/ WD @D .t/ where D .t/ is defined as in (1.1) and v is positive and Hölder continuous: for some constants 0 6˛6 1, c > 1 and > 1, 1 6 v.x; t/ 6 c;
jv.x; t/ v.y; t/j 6 ˛jx yj˛8 x; y 2 R n ; t > 0:
Note that as long as v has a positive lower bound, a proper time unit change can make the lower bound of v the unit 1 as above. Our main result is following:
THEOREM 1 Each front .t/ is contained in a union of finitely many Lipschitz graphs. The area, measured by H n 1 , of .t/ in a ball B .x; / WD fy 2 R n W jx yj < g satisfies H n 1 . .t/ \ B .x; // 6 C .n;˛; c; D 0 / n 1 8x 2 R n ; 2 0; 1 :
One can check that the estimate is invariant under the scaling change .x; t/ ! O x; O t WD .x; t/. Such an estimate, with 1 being replaced by ˛2 2 and in the two dimensional case, is discovered by Su and Burger in [34, 35] where many original ideas were introduced. One of their novelties is to study a boundary characteristic trajectory defined as x .OE0; t/ WD fx .s/ W 0 6 s 6 tg where jP x .s/j D v .x .s/ ; s/ and x .s/ 2 .s/ for every s 2 OE0; t. They proved that the trajectory is microscopically almost straight; more precisely, the length of any tiny segment of the trajectory is bounded by l C O l 1C˛ where l is the line distance between end points of the segment. With original and involving two dimensional arguments, they are able to claim their version of (1.2).
Here we shall consider general space dimension n > 1. We improve Su and Burger's estimate by showing that any boundary characteristic trajectory is microscopically straight in the sense that P x .s/ D n .s/ v .x .s/ ; s/ where the direction unit vector function n ./ is Hölder continuous on OE0; t:
jn.t 1 / n.t 2 /j 6 15 cˇ= 2 1 2 ˇˇj t 1 t 2 jˇ8 t 1 ; t 2 2 OE0; t
The Hölder exponentˇis optimal. It improves the estimate for the length of trajectory from Su and Burger's l C O.l˛/ to its optimal l C O.l 1C2ˇ/ . Similar estimate has also been established in [8] with Hölder exponent2 under a different setting. The most significant application of this new estimate is that it allows us to construct efficiently comparison particle motion paths to show that .s/ near x .s/ is sandwiched between two C 1C˛=2 graphs touching at x .s/, for each s 2 .0; t/; technically, writing p D x .s/ and n D n .s/, we can prove the following inclusions: n z 2 B p; ˇs 1Cˇ W .z p/ n 6 C 2 jz pj where C D C .n; c;˛/ is a constant depending only on n; c and˛. Here again, the exponent 1C˛=2 is optimal. Using both inclusions, we immediately see that n .s/ WD P x .s/ jP x .s/j is the unit outward normal to D .s/ at x .s/, for each s 2 .0; t/. Using only (1.3) at s D t, we can derive that in a small ball, .t/ is contained in a union of at most 2n (one in each positive and negative coordinate direction) graphs of the form, after rotation, x 1 D .x 2 ; ; x n / where is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant no bigger than 2 p n. The size of the ball for such a result to hold depends on t. To make it non-diminishing as t & 0, we assume that D 0 satisfies the following interior cone condition:
At every q 2 @D 0 , D 0 contains a cone with vertex q and fixed size and open angle. Under this assumption, we show that the radii of the balls (for .t/ being in union of finite graphs) can be set at a uniform size / 1 . From this, estimate (1.2) follows. Interesting results for this problems have also been obtained in different settings by Cannarsa and Cardaliaguet in [7] where it is shown that the expanding domain has finite perimeter and Alvarez, Cardaliaguet and Monneau in [1] where existence of global weak solutions is studied. Their methods of proof, based on an interior sphere property of the attainable sets, are totally different from ours, and they also require somewhat stronger condition on expanding speed and initial shape. Recently, similar regularity results have also been obtained by Cardaliaguet, Ley and Mointeiliet [8] where in addition to the Hölder continuity of the expanding speed, they needed stronger condition jv.x; t/ v.y; t/j 6 C jy xj.1 C j ln jx yjj/:
As an application of (1.2), we consider a solidification process in crystal growth. Set the latent heat be 1 and denote by D .t/ the region occupied by the solid at time t. The conservation of energy gives the heat equation for the temperature u:
Here f is a given function representing the absorption of heat released from solidification and
In a classical formulation the temperature at the solid-liquid interface is assumed to be a constant, say, 0, called the melting temperature. Then D.t/ D fx j u.x; t/ 6 0g and D.t / D 1 H.u/ where H./ is the Heaviside function: H.u/ D 0 if u 6 0 and H.u/ D 1 if u > 0. The problem is then the well-studied Stefan free boundary problem; see [17, 19, 27, 31] and the references therein. Nevertheless, for many materials it is observed that temperature at the solid/liquid interface is dynamic; that is, it depends on the propagation speed of the interface (kinetic undercooling or superheating effect) and on the curvature of the interface (the surface tension effect); see for example [2, 13, 21, 23-25, 28, 30, 32, 36] and the references therein. Here we shall ignore the surface tension effect and consider only the kinetic undercooling/superheating. In the case of solidification in undercooled liquid we assume that the propagation speed v of solidification is a known function V .u/ of temperature u. Hence, when fD.t/g t >0 is the evolution regions of solid and is described by (1.1), the speed v is given by v D V ı u :
We shall assume that V ./ is positive and Lipschitz: For some constants L and c:
Here the Lipschitz continuity of V is natural. However, the positivity assumption is artificial since there is a critical point beyond which only melting takes place. Nevertheless, if we are studying solidification in undercooled liquid or in an environment in which temperature is reasonably controlled, the above constraint is not unrealistic. Thus we define our problem as follows:
The free boundary problem of solidification is to find .u; fD.t/g/ satisfying (1.1), (1.4), and (1.5), subject to given initial region of solid, D 0 , the initial temperature distribution, u.; 0/, the heat abortion, f , and the law of propagation V that relates temperature u and propagation speed v D V .u/.
The liquidation in superheated solid can be similarly considered and is omitted in this paper. The short time existence of a classical smooth solution to the free boundary problem starting from smooth initial data with D 0 close to a ball has been established by Friedman and Velazquez [20] . Global in time existence of a solution with Hölder continuous temperature function in the 2-dimensional case is studied by Su and Burger in [34] . Here we establish the global in time existence for any space dimension, following basically the approach of Su and Burger, with simplifications and new ingredients.
The basic idea for global existence is to investigate regularity of the singular layer potential Here the factor =2 , instead of , is the key to global existence. Indeed, suppose we have a Hölder continuous temperature distribution. Set ˛D L OEu˛. Then for v WD V ı u, OEv˛6 ˛so that OEw˛6 C ˛= 2 . Writing u D u 0 C w where u 0 is the extension of the initial temperature u.; 0/ from R n f0g to R n OE0; 1/ via the heat equation
This gives an a priori bound on the semi-Hölder norm:
In establishing the existence of a solution, we use the Schauder's fixed point theorem. Fix˛2 .0; 1/ and construct a map T from X./ D fu j OEu˛6 ˛=Lg to itself via the following process:
The To show O , we investigate the continuous dependence of domain expansion. We found that there is a continuous dependence provided that there exists a modulo of continuity ! such that
jv.x; t/ v.y; t/j 6 !.jx yj/; 8 x; y 2 R n ; t > 0:
Although v D V ı u may not satisfy this property, it does satisfy, as shown in [34] , thať
where dist.A; B/ stands for the distance between sets A and B. Such a property essentially gives us a modulo of continuity of the form !.h/ D KhOE1 C j ln hj, thus enabling us to show that O and completes the existence proof of a global solution to the free boundary problem (1.1), (1.4), (1.5).
The plan of this paper is as follows. In ÷2, we provide precise definition of the domain expansion problem, together with a few easy to derive properties of the solution and a few illustrative examples. In ÷3, we show that every boundary characteristic trajectory has a Hölder continuous direction field. In÷4, we prove a clearing lemma, i.e. the inclusion property (1.3). We establish our main result (1.2) in ÷5, together with a global estimate when the initial set D 0 satisfies the interior cone condition. In ÷6 we study the stability issue; in particular, we establish stability under the condition (1.6) or (1.7). In ÷7 we study regularity of the singular layer potential w under the assumption (1.2). Finally, in ÷8, we show that the free boundary problem for solidification admits a global in time solution.
In the sequel, we denote by C.AI B/ the set of continuous functions from A to B and by dist.A; B/ the distance between sets A and B. Also, S n 1 is the unit sphere fx 2 R n j jxj D 1g in R n .
Reachable set, arriving time, and boundary characteristics
In this section, we assume that
We define
v.x.s/; s/ds; 80 6 t 1 6 t 2 6 t o ;
D.t/ ftg:
The solution of domain expansion problem with speed v starting from D 0 is Q.
The reachable set at time t > 0 is D.t/ and the (moving) front at time t is .t/.
The arriving time from D 0 to x 2 R n is .x/. A boundary characteristic trajectory is x.OE0; t/ WD fx.s/ j s 2 OE0; tg where t > 0 and x 2 C b .t/. A boundary characteristic curve is f.x.s/; s/ j s 2 OE0; tg where t > 0 and x 2 C b .t/.
To help the readers understand our definition, we provide the following lemma. It shows that .t/ is the t-level set of , the lateral boundary of Q consists of boundary characteristic curves, and the domain expands with speed v. 
j.x/ .y/j 6 jx yj; 8 x; y 2 R 2 :
2. Regarding Q as a space-time domain, However, we shall not elaborate on this topic.
Since v 6 c, the family fx i g 1 i D1 is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in C.OE0; T I R 2 /. There exist x 2 C.OE0; tI R 2 / and a subsequence, which we still denote by fx i g, such that
v.x.s/; s/ds:
Let 0 6 s < t and x 2 .t/. We want to show that jt sj 6 dist.D.s/; x/ 6 cjt sj. Similarly, we can consider the case t 6 s. Hence j.x/ .y/j 6 jx yj for all x; y 2 R n .
(2) Next we study @Q. Since dist.D.0/; .t// > t, we have @Q \ ft D 0g D D 0 f0g. Next we consider the lateral boundary of Q. Let t > 0 and .x; t/ 2 @Q. Note that .x/ < t is impossible since it would imply, setting ı D OEt .x/=3 and " D ı, that .y/ 6 .x/ C jx yj < t ı for all y 2 B.x; "/ so that B.x; "/ 2 D.t ı/ and B.x; "/ OEt ı; 1/ 2 Q, contradicting .x; t/ 2 @Q: Similarly .x/ > t is impossible since it would imply B.
Now we show that @ p Q consists of boundary characteristic curves. It suffices to show that for each T > 0 and x 2 .T /, there exists x 2 C b .T / such that x D x.T /. The proof is straightforward when v is Lipschitz continuous in the space variable but quite delicate when v is merely continuous. be a sequence such that x i 6 2 D.T / but jx x i j < 1= i for all i 2 N. Since x is Lipschitz continuous, x is differentiable almost everywhere. Now for every i 2 N, consider integral equation 
(b) Now we are ready to consider the general case that v is merely continuous. By mollification, there exist fv i g
where R is a large constant such that D 0 B.0; R 2 OE2 C cT /. Let Q j D [ t >0 .D j .t/ ftg/ be the solution to the domain expansion with speed v j starting from D 0 :
For every x 2 C.t/ and p 2 B.0; 1/, the function
T / be an arbitrary point. For each j , let t j 2 OE0; T / be such that x 2 j .t j /: Since v j C1 < v j , we see that D j C1 .t/ D j .t/ for all t so that ft j g is an increasing sequence, bounded from above by
Extend x j from OE0; t j to OE0; T by x j .t/ D x for all t 2 OEt j ; T . Then fx j g is a uniformly bounded and equicontinuous family in C.OE0; T I R n /, so there exists a subsequence, which we still denote by fx j g, such that for some x 2 C.OE0; T I R n /,
Following same argument as that used in step (i), we can show that
(3) We now show that boundary characteristic moves with speed v, using an argument from [34] .
Let T > 0 and x 2 C b .T / be arbitrary. Pick arbitrary t 1 and t 2 satisfying 0 6 t 1 < t 2 6 T . We define
Let W OEt 1 ; 1/ ! R be a solution to the ordinary differential equation
Then y 2 C.T / since
On the other-hand,
x.t/ˇdt 6
Hence, we have
Now fix any t 2 OE0; T . Sending t 2 ; t 1 ! t we obtain lim
(4) Finally we prove the equivalence (2.2). Let's fix t > 0. If v < v.x; t/ 3" for some " > 0, then v > v C 2" in B.x; cı/ OEt ı; t for some ı > 0. Pick s 2 OEt ı; t/ and y 2 D.s/ such that
Consider the curve (2.2) holds. This completes the proof of the Lemma.
We end this section with a few examples. The first three are one dimensional examples illustrating the complication that may arise when v is not Lipschitz continuous in the space variable. The last three are two dimensional examples, one illustrating that boundary characteristic trajectories are perpendicular to the moving fronts f .t/g, another one illustrating that .t/ could form countably many "islands", and the last one calculating a few quantities that will demonstrate the optimality of our estimates in subsequent sections. We remark here that since the expanding speed is finite, the unboundedness of the initial shape in some of our examples won't be an issue.
Clearly, D.t/ 6 D˝.t/ for any t > 0.
It is easy to see that D.t/ D˝.t/ D . 1; t for all t > 0. There is only one boundary characteristic curve f.t; t/ j t 2 OE0; 1/g. Nevertheless, given any boundary point .T; T / (T > 0), there are infinitely many curves in C.T / that starts in D 0 and ends at the boundary boundary point .T; T /.
Thus, when v is not Lipschitz continuous, it is better to study evolution of closed sets. Also a curve described by a function in C.T / that starts and ends on @Q is not necessarily a boundary characteristic curve; that is, a particle starting from the interior of a region with speed no more than v can in finite time move to the frontier of the region which expands with speed v.
The following one space dimensional example illustrates the instability of the domain expansion problem when v is only Hölder continuous.
Let D 0i D . 1; 1= i for every i 2 N. The solution of domain expansion with speed v starting from D 0i is D i .t/ D . 1; t 1= i for all t 2 OE0; 1/ and all i 2 N. The arriving time is given by i .x/ WD x C 1= i for every x > 1= i:
It is easy to see that each v j is Lipschitz continuous and the solution with speed
However, according to the Lax formula (1.1), the arriving time for the unique viscosity solution is given by
In the smooth case, the velocity vector of every boundary characteristic trajectory is the outward normal vector of the evolution domain at the front. Hence, the family of boundary characteristic trajectories and the family of fronts (level sets of ) are orthogonal to each other. Using complex variables, one can verify that
Hence, each .t/ is an ellipse. All boundary characteristic trajectories can be parameterized by a parameter 2 OE0; 2/, and is given by
x.t/ D .cos cosh t; sin sinh t/; t 2 OE0; 1/ where .cos ; 0/ 2 D 0 is the starting point. All these boundary characteristic trajectories form a family of hyperbolas. The hyperbola family of boundary characteristic trajectories and the ellipse family of fronts form an orthogonal net; see Figure 1 (a).
The fact that boundary characteristic trajectories are in general perpendicular to moving fronts suggests that the regularity of moving fronts is related to regularity of boundary characteristic trajectories. Hence, to study regularities of moving fronts, it is better to begin with studying regularities of boundary characteristic trajectories, as we shall do in the next section. The central difficulty in transferring the regularity of boundary characteristic trajectories to that of moving fronts is the geometric fact that boundary characteristic trajectories can intersect each other, thereby creating "corners" of the moving fronts and "islands" for the complement of moving domains. The following example illustrates that countably many islands can be formed in finite time from smooth initial fronts. 
In addition, for every t 2 OE0; 1,
Thus, the complement of D.1/ contains countably many "islands"; see Figure 1 (b).
In the following two-dimensional example, we investigate the regularity of the boundary characteristic trajectories, the comparison between trajectory length and line distance, as well as the regularity of the fronts. One will see that the appearance of the exponents˛=2 andˇWD˛=.2 ˛/ is natural.
1. The solution with speed v starting from O D 0 is given by
The normal to the fronts are .1; .1 C 1 2˛/ yjyj˛= 2 1 / so the system of ordinary differential equations for the boundary characteristic trajectories is
For every p 2˙, there is a unique boundary characteristic trajectory reaching p; see Figure  2 (b). This trajectory starts from the origin and can be expressed as .t/ \˙D˙\˚.x; y/ j y 2 R n ; x D t jyj 1C˛=2 « :
3. Consider the boundary characteristic trajectory given by (2.5). The time t to arrive the point .x; y/ can be calculated by solving
Denote n.t/ D P x.t/=jP x.t/j. We have n.t 0 / D .1; 0/ and for t > t 0 ,
/ˇ: Hence,
Also, we calculate the trajectory length`of x.OEt 0 ; t/ and line distance l from
Regularity of boundary characteristic trajectories
In this section, we study the regularity of boundary characteristic trajectories. For this purpose, we shall assume that v.x; t/ is Hölder continuous in x: For some˛2 .0; 1 and > 0, v.x; t/ v.y; t/ˇ6 ˛jx yj˛; 8 x; y 2 R n ; t 2 OE0; 1/: (3.1) THEOREM 2 Assume (2.1) and (3.1). For every T > 0 and x 2 C b .T /, there exists n 2 C.OE0; T I S n 1 / such that P x.t/ D n.t/ v.x.t/; t/ for all t 2 OE0; T . In addition, for every t 1 ; t 2 2 OE0; T ,
Proof. We divide the proof into several steps. 1. Using the same notation as in part (3) of the proof of Lemma 2.1, we see from (2.3) and (2.4) that
Consequently,
Now using x.t 1 / D y.t 1 / we find that 
. Finally, when t 2 .0; T / and h 2 .0; minft; T tg, jn.tC/ n.t /j 6 jn.tC/ e.t; t C h/j C je.t; t C h/ e.t h; t C h/j C je.t h; t C h/ e.t h; t/j C je.t h; t/ n.t /j:
Sending h ! 0 we conclude that n.t / D n.tC/. Now, we can define n W OE0; T ! S n 1 by n.0/ D n.0C/, n.t/ D n.t˙/ for t 2 .0; T / and n.T / D n.T /. Then for 0 6 t 1 < t 2 6 T , jn.t 2 / n.t 1 /j 6 jn.t 2 / e.t 1 ; t 2 /j C jn. 
, optimal by Example 6.
A clearing lemma
To show that D.t/ has Lipschitz boundary .t/, it is sufficient to show that at every p 2 .t/, D.t/ contains a cone with fixed open angle and vertex p. In the sequel, we shall prove a stronger result: in a small ball centered at p, D.t/ contains a region that is on or below a C 1C˛=2 graph in the direction P x.t/=jP x.t/j and containing p, where x 2 C b .t/ is any element satisfying x.t/ D p. This implies that at every boundary point, D.t/ contains a cone of open angle that can be arbitrarily close to . For convenience, we set
THEOREM 3 Assume (2.1) and (3.1). Let T > 0 and
Consequently, for every t 2 .0; T /, P x.t/=jP x.t/j is the unit outward normal to D.t/ at x.t/.
REMARK 4.1 Here in the second inclusion, although t 2 OE0; T /, this is not a statement about D 0 because points in @D 0 need not be on a boundary characteristic.
Proof. Clearly, the last assertion is a direct consequence of the two inclusions.
To prove the first assertion, we need only consider the case t D T . The basic idea of the proof is as follows, cf. Figure 2(a) . For any unit vector e that is perpendicular to n.T / and for every s 2 OE0; T / such that T s is small, we construct a curve y.e; sI / in C.T / which coincides with x./ on OE0; s, but gradually diverges from x in .s; T in the direction e. This construction tells us that y.e; sI t/ 2 D.T / for all t 2 OEs; T . Taking all possible s and e, we then know that D.T / will contain a fan like region as depicted in Figure 2 (a). Careful arrangement shows that the "end" of the fan y.; ; T / is a C 1C˛=2 graph, in the direction n.T /. The calculation is simple when e is taken as a general unit vector. In Figure 2 (b), we show the exact solution explained in Example 6. The calculation there shows that the exponent 1 C˛=2 in our Theorem is optimal.
(i) Set p D x.T / and n.t/ WD P x.t/=jP x.t/j. Let e 2 S n 1 be any unit vector and s 2 OE0; T . Consider
Since P
x.t/ D v.x.t/; t/n.t/, when t 2 OEs; T , we havě Note that when t 2 OEs; T , n.t/ e D n.t/ n.T / e C n.T / e 6 M ˇjT sjˇC n.T / e; 
Now assume that e satisfies
Then, jP yj 6 v.y; t/ for all t 2 OEt; T . This implies that y 2 C.T / and y.0/ 2 D 0 . Hence,
Now let z 2 B.p; ˇT 1Cˇ/ be an arbitrary point. Define s 2 OE0; T by ˇ.T s/ 1CˇD jz pj, e by e D .z p/=jz pj, and y as above. Then y.T / D z. Also,
Thus, according to the previous calculation,
This first assertion of the Theorem thus follows.
(ii) Let's fix s 2 OE0; T /. Given e 2 S n 1 and O T 2 .s; T consider the function
Using the same calculation as above except using the revised estimate Then the above defined y gives y.s/ D z 6 2 D.s/: This completes the proof.
Lipschitz continuity of .t/
In this section, we study the regularity of the front .t/. We shall show that in any small enough ball, .t/ is the union of finitely many Lipschitz graphs with a uniform Lipschitz constant. If we allow the smallness of the ball to depend on t, then the number of Lipschitz graphs is at most 2n where n is the space dimension; we call this a local estimate. To obtain a global estimate, i.e., to obtain a uniform positive size on the radii of these balls, we assume that @D 0 satisfies an interior cone condition.
Local estimate
To describe graphs, it is convenient to use cubes. Hence we introduce C.q; / WD˚q C .x 1 ; ; x n / j x i 2 OE ; 8 i D 1; ; n « ; 8 q 2 R n ; > 0; L x i WD .x 1 ; ; x i 1 ; x i C1 ; ; x n /; 8 .x 1 ; ; x n / 2 R n ; i D 1; ; n: THEOREM 4 Assume (2.1) and (3.1). Let t > 0 and define
Then for any q 2 .t/ there are functions 1 ; ; ṅ defined on R n 1 such that the following holds:
Proof. We divide the proof into several steps. 1. For each p 2 .t/, we define N.p/, called the set of normals of .t/ at p by
This set is none-empty and well-defined since every point on @Q lies on at least one boundary characteristic curve and each boundary characteristic curve has positive speeds and continuous directions. Also, there is no need to indicate that N.p/ depends on t since t D .p/. Next, denote by e 1 ; ; e n the unit coordinate vectors of R n . We define
Clearly,
2. Let r be a positive constant to be specified later. Let q D .q 1 ; ; q n / 2 .t/ be an arbitrary point. We shall show that each i .t/ \ C.q; r/ lies on a Lipschitz graph of the form x i D i . L x i /. Let's consider 1 .t/\C.q; r/. If it is an empty set, we define i .x 0 / q i r for all x 0 2 R n 1 . If it is non-empty, we proceed as follows.
Let p D .p 1 ; p 0 / 2 1 .t/ \ C.q; r/ be arbitrary. Set
Regarding the x 1 -axis as the vertical axis, we shall use Theorem 3 to show that in C.q; r/, the set under the graph x 1 D .pI x 0 / is in D.t/. For this purpose, let x D .x 1 ; x 0 / 2 C.q; r/ be an arbitrary point satisfying x 1 6 .pI x 0 /:
Since p 2 1 .t/, there exists n 2 N.p/ such that n e 1 > 1= p n. Hence, to show .x 1 ; x 0 / 2 D.t/, by the "clear out" Lemma (Theorem 3) we need only verify two conditions:
For condition (i), we need only 2 p n r 6 ˇt 1Cˇs ince both x and p is in C.x 0 ; r/. To check condition (ii), we use n e 1 > 1= p n and
Hence, to have .p x/ n > M 1 ˛= 2 jx pj 1C˛=2 , if suffices to have
In conclusion both conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied if we take
Substituting the expression M 1 given in the previous section, we obtain the expression R 0 in the statement of the Theorem.
3. One can verify that 1 .t/ is a compact set. Hence, we define
Such a function has the following properties: (a) 1 is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 2 p n. This follows from the fact that each .pI / has the said property. (b) In the cube C.q; r/, the region below the graph x 1 D 1 .x 0 / belongs to D.t/:
This follows from the definition of 1 and its property. Repeating the analogous process for the remaining sets i .t/ \ C.q; r/, we then obtain Lipschitz continuous functions i with Lipschitz constant 2 p n and the following properties:
t// the assertion of the theorem thus follows.
Global estimates
The size r.t/ in the local estimate in Theorem 4 is small when t is small. Here we investigate the case when t is small. For this we assume that D 0 satisfies the interior cone condition stated as below: There exist constants 0 2 .0; =2/ and ı 0 > 0 and a function n 0 W 0 ! S n 1 such that
The interior cone condition is satisfies by a set being the union of eight sectors:
THEOREM 5 Assume (2.1), (3.1), and (5.1). Define
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1 :
Then for every t > 0 and q 2 .t/, .t/ \ B.pI R 1 / is contained in a union of at most N D .32= 0 / n 1 Lipschitz graphs where each graph can be represented, after a rotation, as x 1 D .x 2 ; ; x n / where is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant no bigger than cot Proof. For convenience, we define
One can verify that this L D 2R 1 . Let x 2 C b .T / satisfy x.T / D q. Set p D x.0/ and n.t/ D P x.t/=jP x.t/j for every t 2 OE0; T . Also, let n 0 .p/ be the unit vector satisfying (5.1). By the second inclusion in Theorem 3 with t D 0 and a simple trigonometry we can show that n.0/ n 0 .p/ > sin 0 :
Let z 2 B.q; L/ be an arbitrary point that satisfies
.z q/ n 0 .q/ 6 jz qj cos 0 2 :
We want to show that z 2 D.T /. For this set l D jz qj and e D .z q/=jz qj so that
Consider the function y.t/ D x.t/ C .l " OET t/e; 8 t 2 OE Q t ; T ; Q t WD maxf0; T l=":
.y.0/ p/ jy.0/ pj n 0 .p/ D e n 0 .q/ 6 cos 0 2 < cos 0 :
To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that jP y.t/j 6 v.y.t/; t/ for all t 2 OE Q t ; T . Following the same calculation as we did before, we have for t 2 OE Q t ; T ,
(ii) Next suppose T 2 .0; t 1 . Then n 0 .q/ D n 0 .p/ and e n.t/ D e n 0 .p/ C e .n.t/ n.0// 6 e n 0 .p/ C M ˇt1
Now decompose e as e D cos n 0 .p/ C sin n Thus, in any case (i) or (ii), we have jP y.t/j 6 v.y.t/; t/ for all t 2 OE Q t ; T . This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof is analogous to the locally estimate, with the modification that .t/ \ B.q; R 1 / is divided into more than 2n sets but the size R 1 of the ball is independent of t.
be a minimum collection of unit vectors such that
One can show that N 6 OE32= 0 n 1 : Given t > 0 we define
Fix any q 2 .t/. We show that each i .t/ \ B.q; R 1 / lies on a Lipschitz graph. For this, it is sufficient to consider 1 \ B.q; R 1 /. By rotation, we can assume that e 1 D .1; 0; ; 0/.
We claim that˚.
To this end, let x be an arbitrary point in the set. Then x 2 B.p; 2R 1 /. Set
The angle between e and e 1 is no more than 0 =4. As the angle between e 1 and n 0 .q/ is less that 0 =4, we see that the angle between e and n 0 .q/ is no more than 0 =2. Hence, by Lemma 5.1, x 2 D.t/. This proves the claim. Now define
Then 1 is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant no more than cot 0 4 . In addition, for any p D .x 1 ; x 0 / 2 1 .t/ \ B.q; L=2/, we must have
Similarly, we can define i for i .t/ \ B.p; L=2/ for each i D 2; ; N . This completes the proof.
Lipschitz initial boundary
Although not needed in the subsequent application, it is still interesting to investigate the regularity of the fronts when D 0 has Lipschitz boundary. Regarding the interior cone condition (5.1), one can show that if p 2 0 and n 0 .p/ n 0 .q/ > 0 for all q 2 B.p; / for some > 0, then 0 \ B.p; / is a Lipschitz graph; namely, up to a rotation 0 \ B.p; / is a graph in form x 1 D 0 .x 2 ; ; x n / where 0 is a Lipschitz function. If in addition n 0 W 0 ! S n 1 is a continuous function, then locally 0 is a C 1 graph. Here we investigate for small time the regularity of the front when initially it is Lipschitz. PROPOSITION 5.1 Suppose 0 is Lipschitz. Then t is also Lipschitz for every sufficiently small t > 0. More precisely, locally .t/ can be represented as, after a rotation, x 1 D h.x 0 ; t/ for every small t > 0. 
By the continuity of ./, .h.x 0 /; x 0 / D t for all x 0 2 B 0 .0 0 ; ı 1 / and t 2 .0; t 1 . We shall show that h.; t/ is Lipschitz and locally .t/ is a graph represented by x 1 D h.x 0 ; t/.
(ii) Let t 2 .0; t 1 and q D . Denote n.t/ D P x.t/=jP x.t/j. Then in terms of Theorem 3, we can derive that e 1 P n.0/ > sin 0 . Consequently, as jn.t/ n.0/j 6 M ˇt1 , we have n.t/ e 1 > 1 2 sin 0 , by taking, if necessary, smaller ı 0 . This argument show that for every t 2 .0; t 1 ,
Now following the same proof as that in the local estimate, with 1= p n being replaced by sin 0 =2 and the function .qI x 0 / D q 1 2 p njx 0 q 0 j being replaced by
we can conclude that .t/ \ C.q; "/ is contained in a graph f.x 1 ; x 0 / j x 1 D .x 0 /g where " D ".t/ is a small positive constant independent of q and is a q dependent Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant no more than 4= sin 0 .
(iii) Now for each t 2 .0; t 1 and each z 0 2 B 0 .0 0 ; ı 1 /, applying the conclusion from (ii) at point q D .h 0 .z 0 ; t/; z 0 / we conclude that h 0 .; t/ is Lipschitz continuous in B 0 .z 0 ; "/ with Lipschitz constant no more than 4= sin 0 . Consequently, h.; t/ is a Lipschitz continuous function on B 0 .0 0 ; ı 1 /.
Finally, take ı 2 D ı 1 =2 and t 2 D t 1 =4. Let t 2 .0; t 2 and
We claim that z 1 D h.z 0 ; t/. Suppose otherwise. Then z 1 > h.z 0 ; t/ by the definition of h. Let x 2 C b .t/ be such that x.t/ D .z 1 ; z 0 /. Then the trajectory x.OE0; t/ is contained in
Hence, it must intersect the surface
i.e., x. O t/ D .h.x 0 ; t/; x 0 / at some time O t 2 .0; t/ and some x 0 2 B 0 .0 0 ; ı 1 /. But this is impossible since the arriving time to .h.x 0 ; t/; x 0 / is exactly t. In conclusion, for every t 2 OE0; t 2 , .t/ \ .OE ı 0 ; 2ı 0 B 0 .0 0 ; ı 2 // is given by the graph
This completes the proof.
The area of the front .t/
In many applications, it is desirable to estimate the area of the front .t/ in small balls. For this, we recall the area formula. Given a Lipschitz graph S D f.x 1 ; .x 0 / j x 0 2˝ R n 1 g, its area, denoted by H n 1 .S /, is given by
We immediately obtain the following: THEOREM 6 Assume (2.1) and (3.1). There exists C.n/ such that for every t > 0 and q 2 R n ,
If also (5.1) holds, then there exists a constant C.n; 0 / such that for every t > 0 and q 2 R n , H n 1 . .t/ \ B.q; // 6 C.n; 0 / n 1 ; 8 0 < 6 min ı 0 2 ; R 2 .n; c;˛; 0 / :
Proof. The assertion follows directly from the area formula and our earlier conclusion that locally .t/ is contained in a union of finitely many Lipschitz graphs.
We remark that (1.2) for > 1 is a consequence of (5.2) since the ball of radius 1= can be covered by at most .2=R 2 / n numbers of balls of radius R 2 =.
Continuous dependence
When v is Lipschitz continuous in the space variable, solutions to the domain expansion problem are stable; i.e. if v j ! v and D 0j ! D 0 as j ! 1, then solutions of the domain expansion with speed v j starting from D j approach that with speed v starting from D 0 as j ! 1. When v is not Lipschitz continuous, this stability may not hold; see Example 3 at the end of Section 2.
For the purpose of later application, we do need a certain kind of stability result. It happens that the function in our consideration has the following special properties:
where OE0; T is a time interval of consideration. It may seem strange at a first sight that the above property depends on the solution Q D [ 06t 6T .D.t/ ftg/ of the domain expansion problem starting from D 0 ; nevertheless, in studying free boundary problems, we quite often come up with such kind of estimates. Without association with free boundary problems, we consider in general a function class that satisfies 8 < :ˇv .x; t/ v.y; t/ˇ6 !.jx yj/; 8 x; y 2 R n ; t 2 OE0; T ; we have
The above estimates shows that if x.t/ is away from D.t/, then x.s/ is away from D.s/ in a uniform manner. The implication of such a result, although not at all clear at this moment, will be seen clearly in the proof of next theorem. Indeed, as one will see in the later sections in the study of a free boundary problem, such a result is so vital that without it, one can hardly establish the existence of a meaningful solution of the underlying free boundary problem.
To cooperate (6.1) into the scope of (6.2), we first establish the following: .x y/ rv z./; t d6 jx yj
Proof Fix any 0 6 t 1 < t 2 6 t. For a large integer N , set h D .t 2 t 1 /=N and s i D t 1 C ih. Fix an i 2 f0; 1; ; N 1g. Let y i 2 .s i / be a point such that
Let y be (any one of the) solution to 
Consequently, adding these inequalities with i D 0; ; N 1 we obtain
Sending N ! 1 and using the continuity of d./ and the definition of Riemann integral we find that
Now we can use a variation of the Gronwall's inequality to obtain our assertion. Introduce such that lim k!1 i k D 1 and Q i k .x; t/ D 1 for all k 2 N. This implies that there exists fx k g such that
It is easy to see that the family fx k g is equicontinuous and bounded. Hence, along a subsequence, which we still denote by fx k g, it converges uniformly to a limit, say x. Such a limit has the property that x.0/ 2 D 0 and x.t/ D x. In addition, as v j ! v locally uniformly as j ! 1, we see that x 2 C.t/. Hence, by the definition of the solution to domain expansion, x 2 D.t/, which contradicts the original assumption that x 6 2 D.t/. Hence,
In this step, no regularity condition is needed. Now comes the hard part.
(ii) Suppose x 2 D.t/ n .t/. Then Q .x; t/ D 1. We claim that Q j .x; t/ D 1 for all sufficiently large j . We use a contradiction argument. Suppose this is not true. Then Q j .x; t/ D 0 along a subsequence, which we still denote by fQ j g itself.
Let t D .x/. As x 6 2 .t/, we have t < t so " WD t t > 0. We now show that dist.y.s/; .s// > 0 for all s 2 OE0; t . To do this, we first note that Q j .x; t/ D 0 implies that x 6 2 D j .t/, i.e., j .x/ > t. Hence,
Now denoting d j .s/ D dist.y j .s/; D j .s//, we have, by Theorem 6.1, for every s 2 OE0; t ,
Let ı 2 .0; "/ be a constant such that R " ı dh !.h/ D t. Then the above estimate gives us dist y j .s/; D j .t/ > ı; 8 j 2 N; s 2 OE0; t :
As y j ! y uniformly, there exists J such that jy j .s/ y.s/j 6 ı=2 for all j > J and all s 2 OE0; t . Therefore, dist y.s/; D j .s/ > ı=2; 8 j > J; s 2 OE0; t :
Now we compare x and y.Assume that (6.1) holds with .v; D/ being replaced by .v j ; D j / for every j 2 N. This implies that for every j > J , jrv j .z; s/j 6 K 1 C j ln ı=4j ; 8 s 2 OE0; t ; z 2 B.y.s/; ı=4/:
Now since v j ! v uniformly, we see that v D lim v j share the same property:
jrv.z; s/j 6 K 1 C j ln ı=4j ; 8 s 2 OE0; t ; z 2 B.y.s/; ı=4/:
Noting that both x and y satisfies the same equation on OE0; t with same terminal value
The above Lipschitz continuity on v then implies that x never diverges from y, i.e. we can derive that jx.s/ y.s/j D 0 for all s 2 OE0; t . Again, we have a contradiction. The contradiction shows that Q j .x; t/ D 1 for all large j , so
Finally, since the set [ t 2OE0;T f .t/ ftg/ is a Lipschitz graph t D .x/ in the space-time domain, it has space-time measure zero. Hence, Q j ! Q almost everywhere. The convergence of Q j Q to zero in L 1 .R n OE0; T / then follows by the Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence theorem. This completes the proof. REMARK 6.1 In Theorem 8, the condition (6.1) for .v j ; D i / can be replaced by
v j .x; t/ v j .y; t/ˇ6 Kjx yj˛; 8 x; y 2 R n ; t 2 OE0; T :
The revised conclusion of Lemma 6.1 iš
where the extra term Kj ˛c omes from the thin layer of width 1=j in which the derivative estimate is replaced by the Hölder estimate. Thus, Theorem 7 still holds if we replace ! by
The proof of Theorem 8 remains unchanged except we replace ! by ! j . Note that for every " > 0, there exists ı 2 .0; "/ and an integer J 1 such that
A singular layer potential
In this section we study the solution w to the heat equation
where Also, it is easy to see that w is smooth in the region away from the lateral boundary of Q.
The main purpose of this section is to provide a bound on the spatial Hölder norm. In the sequel, C.n;˛/ denotes various constants that depend only on n and˛, whereas C.n/ that depends only on n. ; 8 x 1 ; x 2 2 R n ; t > 0;˛2 .0; 1/;
The estimate for˛=2 Hölder norm in the t variable is analogous and is omitted. An important feature of the bound is the factor R˛= 2 instead of R which is relatively easy to obtain. When > R , we can cover B.x; / by .2=R / n many balls of radius R to obtain the estimate
Regularities for singular integral of heat kernel are related to the following singular kernel This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 9. The case n D 1 is easy since (i) for each x 2 R, there are at most two boundary characteristic trajectories that stop at x, and (ii) each boundary characteristic curve is monotonic with slope between 1 and c (regarding t as the horizontal axis). Indeed, the potential w is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant depending only on c and the number of connected pieces of D 0 ; we omit the details. Hence we consider the case n > 2 so the regularity of fronts plays an essential role. Let˛2 .0; 1 and .x; t/ 2 R n .0; 1/. The following division of three pieces is based on but significantly simplifies the original calculation by Su and Burger in [34] :
1. Contribution from far range. We estimate the integral of K˛on˝1 by using
.nC˛/=2 e jzj 2 =.8s/ 6 C.n/jzj n ˛:
Hence,
Hence, using the same C.n/ for different constants depending only on n, we have Now we consider two cases: (i)˛2 .0; 1/. Since h.s/ < R implies thať t .x/ sˇ< R ; Together with Lemma 7.1, we obtain the assertion of the theorem for the Hölder norm. Similarly, we can obtain the estimate for jrw.x; t/j. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.
Solidification with kinetic undercooling
Now we consider the following mathematical model for the solidification in undercooled liquid: THEOREM 10 Assume that D 0 is a bounded closed set satisfying the interior cone condition, that u 0 W R n ! R is bounded and C 1 and f W R n OE0; 1/ ! R is bounded. Also assume that V satisfies (8.2).
Then for every T > 0, (8.1) admits a solution .u; Q/ where u 2 C ;=2 .R n OE0; T / for every 2 .0; 1/ and for each t 2 .0; T , .t/ D @Q \ .R n ftg/ is contained in a union of finitely many Lipschitz graphs.
Proof. We shall use Schauder's fixed point theorem to establish the existence. 1. We denote by the same u 0 its extension from C 1 .R n f0g/ to C 1;1=2 .R n OE0; T / according to u 0t D u 0 f on R n .0; T : Then by our analysis on the geometric problem we can find a constant C 1 D C 1 .n;˛; c; D 0 / such that for all t; s 2 OE0; T , D.s/ D.t/; jt sj 6 dist. .s/; x/j 6 cjt sj; 8 0 6 s < t; x 2 .t/; H n 1 . .t/ \ B.x; // 6 C 1 n 1 ; 8 2 .0; R ; R WD 1 :
Now let w be the unique solution to @w @t w D @ @t Q in R n .0; T ; w.; 0/ D 0 on R n f0g:
The estimate given in the previous section gives jrw.x; t/j 6 K.n;˛; ; c; D 0 /OE1 C j ln dist.x; .t//j; 8 x 6 2 .t/; t 2 OE0; T :
We define Tu as the restriction of u 0 C w on N B.0; d T / OE0; T :
Tu WD u 0 C wˇN We see that Tu 2 X./. Note that Tu 2 C ;=2 . N B.0; d T / OE0; T / for any 2 .0; 1/ where the bound of the Hölder norm is independent of u 2 X./: Hence T maps X./ into a compact subset of X./. 3. To apply the Schauder fixed point theorem, we wish to show that T is continuous. However this is almost impossible for the function space we are working on. To overcome this difficulty, we use a limit process by approximating T by fT i g. For each integer i , we define
where stands for spatial convolution, i .x/ D i n .i x/ and ./ is a smooth non-negative function supported on the unit ball with mass one.
For each large enough integer i we work on the set X i ./ D˚u 2 X./ j kuk C 1;0 6 i 2 « :
One can show that T i maps X i ./ into its compact subset. Also, since solutions to the geometric problem is continuous with Lipschitz continuous speed, we see that T i is continuous in the C 1;0 . N B.0; d t / OE0; T / topology. Thus, there exists u i 2 X i such that T i u i D u i . As fu i g is a compact subset of X./, a subsequence, which we still denote by fu i g, converges to a limit, say u, uniformly on N B.0; d T / OE0; T . Denote by Q i the solution of domain expansion with speed V .u i / and by Q that from V .u/.
Note that u i D T i u i satisfies OEu i ˛6 ˛=L anď Then by Theorem 8 and Remark 6.1, Q i ! Q in L 1 so that u t u f D @ t Q in the distribution sense. Thus, .u; Q/ is the solution to our free boundary problem. This completes the proof.
REMARK 8.1 One may show that as a function of space variable, Q i .x; t/ D D i .t / .x/ is a BV function so along a sequence it converges almost everywhere to a limit, say O Q . Nevertheless, in general, such a limit O Q is only a very weak solution to the domain expansion problem; that is, O Q D lim Q i may not be the solution to the problem of domain expansion with speed V .u/ starting from D 0 in the sense defined in this paper; see the Example 3. Hence, Theorem 8 is essential to the success of our last step. REMARK 8.2 If T D 1, one can step by step extend the solution to R n .i; i C 1 for each integer i D 0; 1; 2; . This is possible since has an a priori bound (8.3), each D.i / has the interior cone property (by Theorem 3), and the domain expansion problem has a semi-group property.
